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wonderfully successful results have only just
now passed into history. But it has become
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Clear that the needs of a modern militant nation are not merely men and money; the ramificationis of these needs seem to have led into
nearly every cranny of human activity, so that
almost every person has found ways by which
his special fitness, for some activities rather
than for others, might be utilized in this grand
nmobilization of the nation as a whOle. In
very many cases it has appeared that the more
remote aims of those whose activities are primarily initellectual and spiritual are not to be
laid wholly aside at the sounding of the
trumnpet of war and at the waving of the battle flag. It has emerged that most or all of
those activities that may truthfully be called
essential for peace,and for the general advancement, are also essential in time of war. Details have required alteration, but the war has
led, on the whole, rather to an acceleration, to
a speeding-up of tl1e, majority of productive
,eace activities, rather than to the laying of
such activities aside.
War differs from peace rather in degree than
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SOME RESPONSIBILITIES OF BOTANICAL SCIENCE'
WHEN this meeting of the AmeriCan Association for the Advancement of Science was
first announced it was the expectation of all of
us that our discussions and deliberations here
would center primarily about the immediate
and practical nieeds of a time of war. 1n
those days the thought seeened common in
this country, that it was the plain duty of scientists to lay their Inore remote aims aside for
the time being and to devote their energies almost entirely to praCtiCalities, the practicalities of those great martial undertakings whose
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